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Abstract. Relational databases usually enforce relevant organizational business
rules. This aspect is ignored by current database reverse engineering approaches
which only focus on the extraction of the structural part of the conceptual schema.
Other database elements like triggers, views, column constraints, etc. are not con-
sidered by those methods. As a result, the generated conceptual schema is incom-
plete since integrity constraints and derivation rules enforced by the database are
not represented.
In this sense, this paper extends existing approaches by enriching the generated
(UML) conceptual schema with a set of OCL integrity constraints and derivation
rules inferred from the database schema. Our method has been implemented in a
prototype tool for the Oracle database management system.
1 Introduction
Relational databases play a key role in most organizations storing the data they need
for their business operations. To make sure the data is consistent, a set of integrity con-
straints is defined as part of the database schema. These constraints must be obviously
aligned with the organizational policies and rules.
Therefore, it is very important these constraints evolve together with the own orga-
nization as it adapts to the changing needs of the market. Unfortunately, discovering and
understanding the set of business rules enforced by a given database system is a time-
consuming and error-prone activity since it implies querying/browsing the database dic-
tionary to extract and analyze the retrieved data. Note that, even if SQL is a standard
language, each vendor presents slight variations on the SQL language they support and
use a completely different structure for their data dictionary which makes the process
different for each database management system (DBMS).
To facilitate the comprehension of the enforced rules and their evolution, we be-
lieve the rules must be described using an homogeneous representation and at a higher-
abstraction level. In this sense, this paper presents a new model-based reverse engineer-
ing approach able to extract a conceptual schema (CS) out of a running database where
the CS is expressed as an UML class diagram extended with a set of Object Constraint
Language (OCL) expressions to represent the integrity constraints and derivation rules
contained in the database schema. Each OCL expression is the direct translation at the
conceptual level of either one of the database constraints (e.g., CHECK constraints,
keys or even constraints enforced by means of triggers) or view definitions. To the best
of our knowledge, ours is the first reverse engineering method to cover these two as-
pects.
Without loss of generality, we particularized our method for the Oracle DBMS.
Moreover, our solution is based on the principles of Model Driven Engineering (MDE)
which facilitates reusing the plethora of available model-based tools for manipulating
and processing the obtained models.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the state of the art; Section
3-5 describes the proposed approach; Section 6 concludes this paper.
2 State of the Art
The integration of conceptual models and database applications is a research domain
that has been explored extensively. On the one hand, approaches to translate UML class
diagrams to database schemas and the embedded OCL constraints into integrity con-
straints have been proposed ([1], [2]). On the other hand, the extraction of class dia-
grams out of database schemas has been largely studied as well ([3], [4], [5], [6]). Nev-
ertheless, these works do not cover the views or constraints (beyond primary and foreign
keys) also included in the schema. The possibility of representing database views within
UML models has been analysed in [7]. There, the author shows how the notion of re-
lational database views can be correctly expressed as derived classes in UML using
OCL constructs and relying on the expressiveness of OCL as query language[8], but
no method is proposed to automatically infer those OCL expressions from the actual
database view definition.
Reverse engineering of database constraints is partially covered in [9], where an
approach for rephrasing constraints using the Semantics of Business Vocabulary and
Business Rules (SBVR) notation is presented. Nevertheless, only a small subset of col-
umn constraints (CHECK and NOT NULL) is supported. Our work supports a much
richer set of database constraints (including constraints enforced by means of triggers)
and also view definitions.
3 Approach Overview
Our reverse engineering method (shown in Fig. 1) is composed by two steps: Model
Extraction and Constraint Extraction.
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Fig. 1. Discovery process overview
Model Extraction focuses on the extraction of the structural elements of the schema.
It is composed by two operations respectively dedicated to create the UML classes and
associations corresponding to the database tables and their relations, and to extend the
obtained model by adding a set of derived classes to represent the database views.
Constraint Extraction focuses on inferring the OCL expressions required to com-
plement the UML model. Substeps of this method cover the declarative constraints
(CHECK, UNIQUE,...) and the analysis of triggers 1 since, beyond other applications,
triggers can also be used to enforce complex integrity constraints. Key elements in this
step are the SQL-to-OCL and PL/SQL-to-OCL transformations, which are used to map
SQL and PL/SQL constructs to OCL. Since triggers often merge SQL and procedural
code, SQL-to-OCL is included in PL/SQL-to-OCL.
In the following, these steps are described in detail.
4 Model Extraction
The Model Extraction phase translates tables and views into an equivalent set of classes
and associations in an UML class diagram.
As typically done in existing approaches, each table generates a class (or an asso-
ciation class) in the CS and table columns (except for foreign keys) are mapped into
attributes of the corresponding class. Foreign keys are used to create associations be-
tween the classes, while the corresponding cardinalities can be calculated by performing
SQL queries on the data stored in the database[10].
The type of the attributes depends on the type of the columns. Character data types
(CHAR(n), VARCHAR2(n), etc.) are transformed to String types. Number and date-
time data types (Integer, Float, Date, etc.) are transformed into their equivalent UML
types: Integer, Real and Date. The Number(precision, scale) is transformed into an In-
teger data type when precision is zero and into a Real type otherwise. Other Oracle data
types can be represented by defining new data types in the UML model.
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Fig. 2. Database schema to conceptual schema
As an example, Figure 2, shows the mapping of a simple human resources database
system. Tables Employee, Job and Department are translated into the equivalent UML
1 The SQL standard also includes a CREATE ASSERTION statement to specify complex con-
straints but none of the major database vendors support it
classes. An Employee in the UML model is defined by the attributes employee ID, first
name, last name and salary. These attributes are derived from columns where no for-
eign key constraints are defined. The foreign keys are translated into UML associations;
therefore an Employee has one Job (i.e., emp job fk) and belongs to one Department
(i.e., emp dept fk). Accordingly to the previous mappings, a Department is described
by an unique department id, its name and the manager leading it (i.e., dept mgr fk). Fi-
nally, a Job is depicted by an unique job id, by its title and the corresponding maximum
and minumum salaries for that job.
Besides this basic process, the model extraction phase also creates an additional
class for each database view. In this case, the UML class is derived and has as attributes
the names and corresponding types of the columns that are selected in the view defini-
tion. The derivation rule for the class is created by translating the view select expression
as described in the next section.
context EmployeeInDepartment::allInstancesW:
Set=Tuple=first_nameW:WString,Wlast_nameW:WString,Wdepartment_nameW:WString;;
derive: <SQL-to-OCL mapping>
/EmployeeInDepartment
first_nameW:WString
last_nameW:WString
department_nameW:WString
CREATEWVIEWWEmployeeInDepartmentWASW
SELECTWfirst_name,Wlast_name,Wdepartment_name
FROMWEmployeeWeWJOINWDepartmentWd
ONWe.department_idW=Wd.department_id;WWWWWW
Fig. 3. Mapping of a database view
In Fig. 3, the mapping of a view is depicted. The view represents the projection of
Employees (first and last names) per Department, that is identified by its name. The
columns in the SELECT clause (i.e., first name, last name and department name) are
the attributes of the UML derived class; while their types (i.e., String in this case) are
derived by mapping the built-in data type VARCHAR2 used to define those columns.
5 Constraint Extraction
Once we have generated the UML model we can enrich it with the set of OCL expres-
sions to represent the constraints and derivation rules in the database schema.
5.1 Declarative Integrity Constraints to OCL constraints.
This step covers the declarative integrity constraints specified within the table creation
statement. The context for all these constraints is the class representing the table in the
UML diagram.
Figure 4 shows the patterns used to generate the OCL constraints corresponding to
the PRIMARY KEY, UNIQUE, NOT NULL and CHECK constraints2.
2 Note that due to the high expressiveness of the OCL language, different OCL expressions can
represent the same semantic constraint so other equivalent alternatives are also possible
contextLclasstable_name
classtable_name.allInstances,x
L->forAll,ittable_nameL|Littable_nameL<>Lselfaimplies
LLLLittable_name.attrcol_BL<>Lself.attrcol_BLoraittable_name.attrcol_CL<>Lself.attrcol_Cx
inv:
inv:Lnotaself.attrcol_C.oclIsUndefined,x
inv:Lself.attrcol_DL<SQL-to-OCLLmapping>x
col_ALLLLLLLLLLLpDataTypepLPRIMARYaKEY,
col_BLLLLLLLLLLLpDataTypep,L
col_CLLLLLLLLLLLpDataTypepLNOTaNULL,
col_DLLLLLLLLLLLpDataTypepLCHECKL,col_DLoperatorLexprx,
CREATEaTABLELtable_nameL,
classtable_name.allInstances,x
L->forAll,ittable_nameL|Littable_nameL<>Lselfaimplies
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLittable_name.attrcol_AL<>Lself.attrcol_Ax
inv:Lnotaself.attrcol_A.oclIsUndefined,xLand
CONSTRAINTL<constr_name>LUNIQUEa,col_B,Lcol_Cx
Fig. 4. Mapping of Declarative integrity constraints
The name of the table (i.e., table name) and columns (i.e., col A) are mapped
respectively to the corresponding UML class (i.e., classtable name) and attributes (i.e.,
attrcol A). In addition, the name of the table in lowercase is used as name of the iterator
within the corresponding OCL operations.
5.2 SQL-to-OCL transformation
This section describes the mapping between SQL SELECT statements and the equiv-
alent OCL expressions. In particular we describe the mappings for SQL projections,
selections, joins, functions, group by and having clauses. These mappings are needed
to create the derivation rules for views as described above and to be able to extract con-
straints implemented as part of trigger definitions as explained in the next subsection.
In the following, we present the list of mappings.
Projection and Selection. Projections and selections in SQL rely on SELECT, FROM
and WHERE clause. The mapping of a generic projection/selection is shown in Fig. 5.
SELECT DISTINCT;col_select
classtable_name.allInstances()
->select(iteratortable_name;|;iteratortable_name.attrcol_where;<Boolean;expr>);
->collect(iteratortable_name;|
              Tuple{col_nameselect;=;iteratortable_name.attrcol_select})
->asSet()
FROM;table
WHERE;col_where;<Boolean;expr>;
4
3
2
1
Fig. 5. Mapping of projections/selections
1. The mapping starts by translating the FROM clause. This is done by selecting all
instances (i.e., method allInstances()) of the class in the CS that corresponds to
table in the FROM.
2. The WHERE clause, if defined, is translated into an OCL select iterator. The con-
dition in the select iterator is created by translating the conditions in the WHERE
clause. The mapping is basically a direct mapping since the references to the col-
umn names in the WHERE are replaced by the corresponding attribute and associ-
ation names. SQL functions are translated into their OCL counterparts (if existing,
otherwise new OCL operations must be previously defined, e.g., see [11]).
3. The SELECT clause is translated into an OCL collect iterator that creates a collec-
tion of objects according to the structure defined in the Tuple definition. Each field
in the Tuple corresponds to a column in the SELECT clause. Fields are initialized
with the value of the corresponding attributes.
4. Finally, the DISTINCT clause might be used in conjunction with a SELECT state-
ment to return only the different (i.e., distinct) values in a given table. This clause
is mapped adding the operation asSet() after the mapping of the SELECT clause.
Join. In SQL, the JOIN operation combines the values of two or more tables. Our
transformation covers both inner and outer joins, but for the sake of conciseness we
focus the explanation on the mapping for inner joins.
The inner join is by far the most common case of joining tables. Giving two tables a
and b and according to the join conditions, it returns the intersection of the two tables.
The mapping of a generic inner join is shown in Fig. 6.
ONfaliasA.colAJoinf=faliasB.colBJoin
SELECTfcolAselect,fcolBselect
FROMftableAfaliasA
JOINftableBfaliasB
WHEREfcond_wheref
classtableA_name.allInstances()->product(classtableB_name.allInstances())
->select(iteratorproductf|fiteratorproduct.first.colAJoinf=fiteratorproduct.second)
->select(iteratorproductf|fiteratorproduct.cond_where)ff
->collect(iteratorproductf|fTuple{colA_nameselectf=fiteratorproduct.first.colAselect,
colB_nameselectf=fiteratorproduct.second.colBselect})
Fig. 6. Mapping of inner joins
1. Firstly, we perform the Cartesian product of the population of all tables by retriev-
ing all the instances of the corresponding classes in the CS and applying on them
the Cartesian product (named product in OCL).
2. The join conditions are mapped to the body of a select operation, that iterates over
the tuples of the Cartesian product (i.e., iteratorproduct), selecting those that satisfy
the conditions. First and second are used to identify the classes in the Cartesian
product (i.e., classtableA name and classtableB name). Note that colA is compared with
second (and not second.colB) since in the pattern we assume that colA is the name
of the role of the association linking the two classes (i.e., the type of colA in the CS
is classtableB name).
3. In case the WHERE clause is defined (i.e., implicit joins or other conditions), a new
select operation is created according to the patterns previously described.
4. If not all columns are selected, the collect operation is used as described in the
previous pattern.
Group By, Having and Aggregate Functions. The GROUP BY clause is used to
group the result-set of a given SELECT statement. Groups can be filtered by means of
the HAVING clause. In Fig. 7, the mapping of GROUP BY and HAVING clauses is
shown.
letqsel:qSequenceFTupleFcolA_nameq:qcolA_type4qcolB_nameq:qcolB_type11q=
qqqqqqqqqqqclasstable_name.allInstancesF1->collectFiteratortable_nameq|q
                                                           Tuple{colA_nameq=qiteratortable_name.attrcolA_name4
qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqcolB_nameq=qiteratortable_name.attrcolB_name}1->asSequenceF1qin
letqgroupq:qSetFTupleFcolA_nameq:qcolA_type1q=q
qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqsel->collectFiteratorselq|qTuple{colA_nameq=qiteratorsel.colA_name}1->asSetF1qin
group->collectFgq|qTuple{colA_nameq=qg.colA_name4
qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqcolB_nameq=qsel->selectFiteratorselq|qiteratorsel.colA_nameq=qg.colA_name1
qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq->collectFiteratorselq|qiteratorsel.colB_name1.functionF1q}1q
->selectFgq|qg.colB_nameq<Booleanqexpr>1;q
SELECTqcolA4qfunctionFcolB1
FROMqtable
GROUP BYqcolA
HAVINGqFunctionFcolB1q<Booleanqexpr>
1
2
3
4
Fig. 7. Mapping of group by and having clauses
1. We first translate the SQL FROM, JOIN and WHERE clauses according to the
previous mapping patterns. The result is used to initialize the variable sel.
2. The tuples in sel are then processed to create the grouped result set group that
maps the GROUP BY clause. In short, group is created by iterating on the sel
tuples and collecting together those tuples with an identical value on the attributes
corresponding to the columns in the GROUP BY clause.
3. If an aggregate function is applied on one of the columns in the SELECT clause,
an equivalent OCL operation (see [11] for more on aggregate functions in OCL) is
added at the end of the GROUP BY clause mapping.
4. Finally, if the HAVING clause has been defined, it is translated into a select opera-
tion, where the body of the select is created by mapping the HAVING conditions.
5.3 Triggers to OCL constraints.
A second source of integrity constraints are triggers that, among other application sce-
narios, can be in charge of enforcing complex constraints that go beyond the expres-
siveness of CHECK table constraints. In particular, we focus our analysis on row-level
triggers, that are generally used to check the validity of the data and for this reason they
are often used to embed business rules at database level.
A trigger is a procedural code that is automatically executed in response to certain
events applied to a table. It is composed by the triggering event, an optional trigger con-
dition (i.e., WHEN clause in Figure 8) and the triggered action. The triggering event is
a SQL statement, database or user event. The restriction condition is a boolean expres-
sion related to the event clause. A triggered action is a PL/SQL block that contains SQL
and procedural code to be run when the triggering event occur and the restriction condi-
tion is true. Finally, triggers can be executed instead of, before or after performing the
triggering event.
To distinguish triggers enforcing a business rule from other kinds of triggers (e.g.,
devoted to log actions) we use the following heuristic: all triggers embedding in their
action section a PL/SQL statement raising an exception defined by the user are classified
as constraint-enforcing-triggers. For each of such triggers, an OCL invariant is gener-
ated. The context of the invariant is the UML class corresponding to the table where
the trigger is defined; while its body is composed by the trigger restriction condition, if
defined, and the output of the PL/SQL-to-OCL transformation described below.
PL/SQL-to-OCL Transformation The PL/SQL-to-OCL transformation is used to ex-
tract OCL constraints out of PL/SQL blocks (in our case part of trigger definitions).
A stored procedure consists of three sections (see Fig. 8): an optional declaration sec-
tion, identified by the keyword DECLARE and used to define variables; an execution
section, wrapped between the keywords BEGIN and END and containing PL/SQL and
SQL statements; and finally an optional exception handling section, used to handle the
run-time error and identified by the keyword EXCEPTION. The OCL constraints are
extracted starting from an analysis of the conditional statements that raise user excep-
tions in the execution section.
CREATEmTRIGGERhtrigger_namehBEFORE
UPDATEmONmtable_name
WHENh(table_name.colAh<Booleanhexpr>)
END;
BEGIN
RAISE_APPLICATION_ERROR(<errorhnumber>,h"message")
ENDmIF;
IFh(:NEW.colBh<Booleanhexpr>)hTHEN
contexthClasstable_namehhhh
mself.attrcolAh<Booleanhexpr>hhimplies
notm(self.attrcolBh<Booleanhexpr>)
inv:
...
...
DECLARE
variablehandhconstanthdeclarations
EXCEPTION
exceptionhhandlers
Fig. 8. Mapping of constraints enforced by triggers
PL/SQL allows defining user exceptions in two ways. One is to override an already-
defined exception. In this case, the exception must be declared in the declaration section
and raised explicitly in the execution section using the statement RAISE. The other way
concerns the command RAISE APPLICATION ERROR, that raises an user-defined
exception that is used to communicate an application-specific error back to the user.
Both kinds of exceptions are generally business relevant, since they represent a violation
of the company’s business and not a technology issue. Since these exceptions are raised
explicitly, they are generally nested in conditional statements, that check if the business
constraints are violated or not.
For each exception, the conditions triggering the exception are mapped to an equiv-
alent OCL expression. Note that these conditions may include variables calculated from
previous SQL queries in the trigger execution section. If that case, those expressions are
also processed according to the SQL-to-OCL mappings described before.
In Fig. 9, we show the mapping of the Salary check constraint. This trigger raises
an exception when the salary of a new employee for a given job is outside the salary
range expected for that job. The minimum and maximum salaries are stored in the
letyMinsaly:yIntegery=yJob2allInstancesh;R>selecthjoby|yjoby=yself2emp_job_fk;
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyR>collecthjoby|yTuple{min_salaryy=yjob2min_salary};
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyR>asSequenceh;R>firsth;2min_salaryyin
letyMaxsaly:yIntegery=yJob2allInstancesh;R>selecthjoby|yjoby=yself2emp_job_fk;
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyR>collecthjoby|yTuple{max_salaryy=yjob2max_salary}
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyR>asSequenceh;R>firsth;2max_salaryyin
notyhself2salaryy<yMinsalyorWself2salaryy>yMaxsal;
contextyEmployeeyinv:
CREATEWORWREPLACEWTRIGGERySalary_check
BEFOREWINSERTWONyEmployee
FORWEACHWROW
DECLARE
yyyMinsalyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyNUMBER;
yyyMaxsalyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyNUMBER;
BEGIN
SELECTymin_salaryOymax_salaryyINTOyMinsalOyMaxsal
FROMyJob
WHEREyjob_idy=y:NEW2job_id;
IFyh:NEW2salaryy<yMinsalyORy:NEW2salaryy>yMaxsal;yTHEN
WWWWWWRAISE_APPLICATION_ERRORhR23333OyESalaryyoutyofyrangeE;;
ENDWIF;
END;
Fig. 9. Example of a constraint enforced by a trigger
table Job (Fig. 2). They are retrieved using two variables (i.e., Minsal and Maxsal) by
means of a SELECT INTO clause. The mapping of this clause extends the mapping
for SQL projections seen before. Each variable is mapped to an OCL let expression,
where the OCL variable takes the name and the type of the SQL variable defined in
the DECLARE section of the trigger. Variable values are initialized with the result of
the SQL-to-OCL mapping for the SQL query expression. Since in PL/SQL, SELECT
INTO statements can only return one single row, the first elements of both projections
are returned using the OCL operation first(). Finally, the values of the two variables
are compared according to a boolean expression that maps the negation of the PL/SQL
if-statement condition.
Refining OCL Constraints Constraints enforced by a trigger should be linked to the
event that may fire the trigger. For instance, the Salary constraint extracted in Fig. 9
should only be checked when creating new employees not when updating them (there
could be another trigger in charge of checking that updates also respect the constraint
but this is not something we can deduce from this single trigger). This corresponds to
the concept of creation-time constraints[12]. Therefore, when extracting the constraints
we use the stereotype mechanism from the UML language to annotate each constraint
with information of the events that apply to it.
Only when we find the set of equivalent constraints that altogether are annotated
with all the relevant events for the kind of condition enforced by the constraint set, we
can merge them and define the resulting constraint as a standard OCL invariant.
A complete procedure to identify semantically-equivalent constraints and to analyze
which events can violate the constraint is out of the scope of this paper. They are needed
respectively to create a single constraint annotated with the union of events for each
individual constraint, and to guess if the set of database triggers are sufficient to ensure
that the generated constraint should always hold (and not only at the creation, update or
deletion time). The aforementioned procedure would rely on [13] for the detection of
redundant constraints and [14] for the derivation of relevant events for each constraint.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a model-based reverse engineering approach for ex-
tracting an UML/OCL model out of a database implementation in order to facilitate
the comprehension of the integrity constraints and derivation rules embedded in the
database. As a proof of concept, the approach has been implemented as a model-based
prototype3 integrated in the Eclipse platform.
As further work, we would like to extend the kind of constraints we can infer by
first extending the OCL language with additional libraries needed to properly represent
time and calendar-based constraints. In addition, we would like to focus our analysis
on other kind of triggers and their relations to discover more complete business rules.
Finally, in order to have a global view of the current organization policies enforced in an
Information System, we plan to compare (e.g., for consistency) and merge the obtained
constraints with those ones enforced in other components of the system (to be extracted
with other reverse engineering approaches, e.g., [15]).
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